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The Founder Chancellor welcoming Mr.Rajarajan and Mr.Vyas
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K.N. Vyas, Chairman of Atomic Energy Commission and Secretary of Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), Government of India receives Honorary Degree of
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.) (Honoris Causa) from Founder-Chancellor of SRM Institute of Science & Technology and Member of Parliament,
Dr. T. R. Paarivendhar at the 15th Convocation of SRM Institute of Science and Technology, Kattankulatur.
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SRM contributes massively
in the field of education,
says SHAR chief
STAFF WRITER
Challenges are always there,
but are you ready to face them?
asked Mr. A Rajarajan, Director
of Satish Dhawan Space Centre
SHAR, ISRO, Sriharikota to
an enthusiastic crowd of 5000
students who had come to receive
their medals, ranks, and degrees
at the 15th Annual Convocation
at SRM Institute of Science &
Technology, Kattankulathur.
The chief guest for the
event added that hard work
and dedication would yield
better results. “Remember your
parents, teachers, and all those
who have played a role in your
life. The process of traversing
from college life to the outer
world will be different and
difficult. The value systems that
you learn from your institution
is what will help you overcome
these situations.”
He also urged students not to
give up on their dreams. “If India
has to become the best country
in the world, it needs all-round
development and the primary
focus is education. SRM has
been contributing massively
in this endeavor.”
He added, “It is important to
have ambitions in life. And this
comes only through performance.
So unless you translate your
thinking into action, these are
not possible. The Government
does not tell ISRO what it has
to do. We just have ambitious
projects and scientists who make

things happen. Similarly, you
should never expect someone
to tell you what to do.”
In a lighter vein, he asked
students to spend their time
wisely. “When the sun comes
up, you should be ready to run in
order to survive in this world.”
He then presented medals and
ranks to 113 candidates from
the Faculty of Engineering and
Technology and 90 students
received their Ph.D. degrees.
A total of 9010 students were
awarded Under Graduate
and Doctoral Degrees at the
convocation.
Mr K.N. Vyas, Chairman of
Atomic Energy Commission
and Secretary of Department
of Atomic Energy(DAE),
Government of India was awarded
Honorary Degree of Doctor
of Science (D.Sc.) (Honoris
Causa) by Founder-Chancellor
of SRM Institute of Science &
Technology and Member of
Parliament, Dr. T. R. Paarivendhar.
In his acceptance speech, Dr.
KN Vyas said, “I am happy
to know that SRM has been
generating one-megawatt solar
power. However, we scientists
believe that nuclear energy is
also equally important as it can
be used as an alternative source
for solar energy.
We should soon shift our
focus to alternative energy
as our natural resources are
depleting.” Urging students to
take up studying nuclear energy

he added, “There are several
challenges in the outside world
and there is a need for students
to study an additional field.
Multi-disciplinary is a growing
trend.” Vice-Chancellor of
SRMIST, Dr. Sandeep Sancheti

Scenes from the Convocation

presented the Annual Report.
The Convocation was held
in the presence of President of
SRMIST Dr. P. Sathyanarayanan
and Co-chairman of SRM
Ramapuram S Niranjan, Pro-

Vice Chancellor Dr TP Ganesan,
Pro-Vice Chancellor (EA) Dr
R Balasubramanian, Registrar
Dr N Sethuraman, Members
of the Board of Management,
Members of the Academic
Council among others.
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School students get new insights
at Sci-tech expo at SRM
STAFF WRITER
Around 1000 students from
over 10 schools visited the
Techno Blizz, an Open house
and Science and Technology
exhibition at the Department of
Electronics and Instrumentation
Engineering (EIE) at Tech Park
in SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Kattankulathur
Campus.
A total of around 14 labs
were set up with various kinds
of instruments, prototypes and
equipment to help students
understand the intricacies of
Electronics and Instrumentation
Engineering. A few of these
displays were developed by
the students and faculty of the
EIE Department.
This Techno Blizz was done in
collaboration with Indira Gandhi
Centre for Atomic Research
(IGCAR), Kalpakkam. A team
of scientists and engineers from
the Nuclear Research Centre
displayed scientific models
and explained to students the
basic functioning of the center.
Apart from students, a few
industry-related professionals
and researches also visited the
exhibition.

Students who attended the
event said that the exhibition
was informative and interesting
as they had an opportunity to

Students who attended the event said
“ that
the exhibition was informative and
interesting as they had an opportunity to
interact with professionals...
interact with professionals in the
field. Over 10 schools visited
the exhibition including St
John’s Matriculation School,
Guduvanchery; Sree Gokulam
Public School, Chengalpattu; JRK
Global School, Kattankulathur;

“

Speaking about the Open
House, Head of the Department,
Dr A Vimala Joseph said,
“The two-day event provided
information about the department
and SRMIST at large. The
children also got hands-on
experience and insight into the
different aspects of Electronic
and Instrumentation engineering
through orientation and working
models.”

Government Higher Secondary
School, Maraimalai Nagar;
Neelan Matriculation School,
Urapakkam. EIE faculties K.A.
Sunitha, N.Deepa, A. Asundha,
and K. Vibha organized the event
and explained the students.

SRMIST is accredited with the highest grade of A++ by
NAAC and graded as Category I university with 12 B status.
All Engineering, Pharmacy, Architecture and MBA programs
are approved by AICTE. SRMIST has secured third rank in
the Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievements
(ARIIA). SRMIST is ranked globally by QS and rated by
QS with ‘4 Star’ and awarded India centric QS IGAUGE
Diamond rating. SRMIST carries out cutting edge research in
frontier areas with more than 224 government funded research
projects at an outlay of Rs. 115 crores since 2007. It has 11
international patents also. The institute recently opened the
state of the art Sir C V Raman Research Park at an estimate
of Rs 120 crores. The facility was opened by Union Minster
of HRD, Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’.

Book release function
A book releasing function was held on 22nd Nov. 2019 at SRMIST to release the book titled
“MODERN POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS with MATLAB APPLICATIONS”. This book is
authored by Dr. R. Jegatheesan and Dr. K. Vijayakumar who are working as Professors in EEE
Department of SRMIST. The function was presided over by Dr. Sandeep Sancheti Vice-Chancellor,
SRMIST. The book was released by Dr. M. Anandakrishnan, former Vice-Chancellor of Anna
University, Chennai. The other distinguished personalities present on this occasion included the
Pro-Vice Chancellor Dr. T. P. Ganesan, Director (E&T) Dr. C. Muthamizhchelvan and former ViceChancellor of SRMIST, Dr M. Ponnavaiko. The scope of this book is to explain the important power
system problems to the undergraduate students studying in Indian universities and specializing in
Electrical and Electronics Engineering. The following are the special features of this book. This
book is suitable to be used as a textbook on Power System Analysis course offered in any Indian
university. Special care is taken to explain the development of mathematical models required for
different Power System Analysis problems. This book will be very much useful to the teachers and
students for the course on “Power System Analysis”.

Dr.R.Jegatheesan Prof/EEE, Dr. C. Muthamizhchelvan Director
(E&T). Dr. Sandeep Sancheti Vice-Chancellor ,Dr. M. Anandakrishnan former Vice-Chancellor - Anna University, Dr M. Ponnavaiko
Former Vice-Chancellor SRMIST, Dr. T. P. Ganesan Pro- Vice-Chancellor, Dr. K. Vijayakumar,HOD/EEE.
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SRM hosts National
level Hackathon
STAFF WRITER
Future mobility, Defence,
Sustainability, Technology in
Brand Experience, IT Security
and Tourism were the themes of
the fourth edition of the SRM
Hackathon. This national-level
event was organised by IT
Association, School of Computing
and SRM Institute of Science
and Technology, Katankulathur
and was held at SRMIST campus
recently.
The winner was team Dragon_
Booster from Sri Venkateshwara
College of Engineering,
Sriperumbudur. The Social Stars
award was won by Team Gen-Y
of SRMIST, Kattankulathur.
The team comprises of Shwet
Mishra, Siddhant Tibrewal,
Saurabh Agrawal, Subhashree
Hazra and Atif Hossain. Their
application was to solve travel
plan complexity and can help
people create any trip according
to their preferences.
People’s Favorite award was
won by SRMIST’s Beeclust_mrsl
group consisting of Inderan
Kannan, Atul John Abraham,
and Sukriti. Their work was
a prototype that uses algae
and draws in CO2 and other
harmful gases like Sulphur Di
Oxide and fullerenes (excess

air) into the system. The major
highlights include the production
of zero to no waste, completely
environment-friendly and low
energy consumption when
compared to the conventional
air purifiers.
SRM Hackathon 4.0 was a 36hour long event and had about
1000 entries. Only 40 ideas were
selected to participate in the
finals. The competition was held
under the guidance of a panel of
mentors and judges. The idea was
to create a platform for young
developers and professionals to
showcase their projects.
Speaking at the event, ViceChancellor of SRMIST, Dr.
Sandeep Sancheti said, “Novelty,
newness, and innovation is the
core idea of such Hackathons.
It is important to learn from
such competitions that provide
a space for developers to come
across 50-odd solutions for a
single problem. It also allowed
students to look at a problem
in several other dimensions.”
“The result of this contest
will motivate others to come
forward to participate. Our Prime
Minister Narendra Modi Ji also
promotes such hackathons. It is
important to have an uncluttered
and open mind to learn and
develop oneself,” he concluded.

Open mic 3.0
STAFF WRITER
The event was jointly organised
by three clubs- The Literary Club,
Music Club and Dramatics Club.
We had a large number of people
who registered their names for
showcasing their talents and
around 25 participants got a chance
to perform in front of the huge
crowd. Their were participants
who captivated the audience by
their amazing poetries, songs,
stand ups, beat boxing, stories
and every other talent that you

could think of around a mic.
At the end of the day, three
participants were chosen as the
performers of the day and they
got gift hampers from the club
as well as goodies from Zeeta
Cabs. Overall, the event was a
grand success and people enjoyed
a lot. The collective effort of all
made the event a successful one
in contributing for a small change
for betterment.The event was a
successful event with everything
managed well.

N Venkataraman felicitated by Founder Chancellor of SRMIST and Member of Parliament Dr. T R
Paarivendhar. Also seen are Pro VC (EA) Dr. R Balasubramanian, Registrar Dr. N Sethuraman, Member
of the Board, Prof B Raghavan and Dean (SOM) Dr. V Ponniah.

Abrogation of Article 370 and
its impact ... N.Venkataraman
STAFF WRITER
“It is important for students
to be aware of what Article 370
is about rather than making
it a debate in colleges and
schools,” said Senior AdvocateSupreme Court, N Venkataraman.
He spoke to a large gather
of students from School of
Law, School of Management,
Social Sciences, Journalism
and Mass Communication on
Abrogation of Article 370 and
its impact at the third edition of
Dr. Paarivendhar Management
Lecture series organized by the
School of Management (SOM)
at SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Kattankulathur.
The event was presided over by
Founder Chancellor of SRMIST
and Member of Parliament Dr.
T R Paarivendhar. Addressing
students Dr. Paarivendhar said,
“You should be responsible
and be up-to-date on current
events. You should also be
aware of what is happening
in the country and around the
world. You should also have
knowledge and information
on special subjects such as
Article 370.”
He added that Abrogation of
Article 370 was discussed at
length in the Parliament. “I was
present for the discussion,” he
added. “This series is more than
a normal meeting as we bring
eminent people to discuss and

create awareness on important
issues. Such lectures will continue
henceforth.’
In his talk, Venkataraman
explained why J&K came under
Article 370, its benefits and
drawback. He gave a detailed
explanation of how the Princely
State of J&K was annexed to
India in 1947. He also elaborated
on how the present government
took steps to abrogate it on 5
August 2019.
He encouraged students to
think logically before coming to
a conclusion on why Article 370
was abrogated. “Ask yourself
why Kashmir was given special
status and why it was removed
now. You must also know why
the status was revoked by the
President of India and not by
anyone else.” He then lined
out all the explanations with
supportive Schedules, Acts,
and Articles to students.
He urged students to look at the
abrogation through five points
– namely self-determination,
autonomy, plebiscite, Pakistan
occupied Kashmir and
international acceptance. After
explaining these points in detail,
he drew a conclusion on why
our Government had no other
choice but to take the fifth option
as their route.
“Eighty percent of the countries
in the world have accepted
this decision claiming it to

be an internal matter. A few
countries like Turkey, Malaysia,
and Pakistan were opposed to
this idea. However, UAE and
a few Arabian countries have
conferred their highest civilian
award to the PM of India for
having successfully abrogating
Article 370.”
Answering questions from
students, he said, “Many complain
that this abrogation should
not have been done. But if the
people did not want it, they
could have voted out the present
political party as they had
already mentioned this in their
manifesto. Now the Government
has abrogated Article 370 and
made J&K Union Territory.
Once the situation completes a
stability period they will make
it a State.” He advised students
to contribute towards the society
to make it more powerful. “Our
country can be safe only if the
children are safe. There should
be no space for discrimination
in terms of caste, religion, or
creed. Don’t get dejected if you
face failure or rejection, these
are just part and parcels of life.
You, youngsters, should be
One Nation, One India.” Also
present on the occasion were
Pro VC(EA) of SRMIST Dr. R
Balasubramanian, Registrar Dr.
N Sethuraman, Member of the
Board Prof B Raghavan, Dean
(SOM) Dr. V Ponniah, Faculty
of SOM Mr. Bhaskar, faculties
and students.
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SRM bags seven prestigious industry awards
STAFF WRITER
Kattankulathur: SRM Institute
of Science and Technology,
Kattankulathur has received
seven recognitions in a short
span of 45 days. The awards
are of national and international
importance and have added
yet another feather to its cap.
This QS-IGauge Diamond
rated institute has been the
recipient of STEM impact
award, Green Metric Award,
AICTE-CII IndPact Award for
Best Industry-linked institution
for Electrical Engineering and
Allied Institute, University of the
Year Award 2019 from FICCI
and three Swachhata ranking
awards from AICTE.
Present for the press meet
was President of SRMIST
Dr. P. Sathyanarayanan, ViceChancellor of SRMIST, Dr.
Sandeep Sancheti, Registrar
SRMIST N. Sethuraman, Joint
Director (Research) SRMIST Dr.
SRS Prabaharan and Associate
Director (Campus Life) Dr. V.
Thirumurugan.
Speaking at the press meet,
Dr. P. Sathyanarayanan said,
“This is a special honor for our
Institution as we have received
seven awards in a short span
of time.”
D r. S a n d e e p S a n c h e t i
highlighted some of the recent
achievements of the institution,
research works, patents received,
research centers, funded projects,
own projects and technology
transfers.“The Swachhata ranking
awards were based on toilet
adequacy and maintenance,
garbage clearance system, hostel
kitchen hygiene & sophistication
of equipment, water purity,
storage, distribution the facility,
campus greenery & rainwater
harvesting, use of solar systems
and villages adopted for hygiene,”
he said and added, “The STEM
Impact award was given for
innovation. SRMIST is the only
privately funded university to
receive this award. The award
was presented on the basis of
socio-economic relevance.”
STEM IMPACT AWARD
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology won the STEM
(Society for Technology
Management) Impact Award
for innovating a cost-effective,
Microbial fuel cell for
bioelectricity generation and
heavy metal reduction from
environmentally available

Joint Director (Research) Dr. SRS Prabaharan, Registrar N. Sethuraman, President Dr. P. Sathyanarayanan, Vice-Chancellor Dr. Sandeep
Sancheti, Director (Communication) R Nandakummar and Associate Director (Campus Life) Dr. V. Thirumurugan pose with the awards won
by SRM Institute of Science and Technology, Kattankulathur.

shortlisted for final presentation
and EEE department of SRMIST,
Kattankulathur was one among
them. Dr. K. Vijayakumar,
HOD / EEE, SRMIST gave the
presentation for EEE department
and showcased the best practices
of industry partnerships.
FICCI honour for SRM

AICTE-CII IndPact AWARD

SRMIST won the prestigious
‘University of the Year Award
2019’ (under the category of 1130 years old Institutes) at the 6th
edition of FICCI Higher Education
Excellence Awards 2019, held
in New Delhi. Universities and
Institutions were awarded in
seven categories and SRMIST
competed under ‘University of
the Year Award 2019’ since,
being a multi-stream university,
it has many dimensions of
excellence. The process consists
of submitting an exhaustive
questionnaire highlighting how
SRMIST stands out in many
facets of university life. These
include Governance, Curriculum
& Pedagogy, Infrastructure,
Faculty Development,
Internationalization, Student
Employability, Collaborative
Initiatives, Research, Patents,
Impact on Society, etc.

AICTE-CII IndPact Award for
Best Industry-linked institution for
Electrical Engineering and Allied
Institute (Established-Degree)
was awarded to SRM Institute
of Science and Technology,
Kattankulathur. SRMIST won
the award for Best Industry
Linked Technical Institute
in India 2019 for Electrical
Engineering and Allied Institute.
This year around 9,832 institutes
participated in the survey, out
of which 39 Institutes were

SRMIST highlighted 19
best practices covering the
abovementioned areas which
inter alia include Semester
Abroad Program, Flexible
Choice-based Curriculum,
Specialized UG programs in the
disciplines of Computer Science
and Engineering, Electronics and
Communication Engineering,
Mechatronics Engineering and
Biotechnology, Mandatory
Industry Training Program,
Faculty Industry Immersion

President Dr. P. Sathyanarayanan addressing media persons during the
announcement of the seven prestigious awards won by SRM Institute
of Science and Technology, Kattankulathur.

biowaste, namely tannery
effluents. SRMIST is the only
privately funded university to
receive this award, others being
IIT Kanpur and two CSIR labs.
SRMIST had three in-house
technologies submission and
Microbial Fuel Submission
received the STEM Impact
Award.
The award was presented on
the basis of socio-economic
relevance, which includes
bioelectricity generation and
simultaneously heavy metal
reduction up to 99.7%, electricity
generation through a renewable
energy source, zero water concept
– Renewable, recycle and reuse
and can be scaled up to be a
standalone power source and
bioremediation sources. This
project was spearheaded by
Dr. S Harinipriya, Associate
Professor of SRMIST and
her students. This innovation
has also been granted a US
patent (US 10,230,122 B2). A
technology transfer is initiated
and MoU has been signed
between Suprajaa Solutions

Pvt. Limited, Tamilnadu.
GREEN METRIC AWARD
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology has been ranked
243rd in GreenMetric World
University Rankings and third
in India. The award was given
for the category ‘World’s Most
Sustainable University’. This was
organized by the University of
Indonesia. About 780 universities
participated in the event globally
and 25 Indian Universities and
Institutions participated in it

Program, Liberal Student
Scholarships, Accreditation, etc.
Three Swachhata Awards
SRMIST ranked No. 1
under the category of AICTEResidential Universities in
the third edition of Swachhata
Ranking Award. The Ranking
Award was presented by MHRD
as a part of its Swachh Bharat
Mission to promote environmental
hygiene in the Higher Education
system and beyond. SRMIST
excelled in the parameters
of hygiene like student-toilet
ratio, hostel hygiene, water
conservation, campus greenery,
harnessing solar energy, rainwater
harvesting, waste segregation,
and solid waste management.
SRMIST secured the third rank
in AICTE’s Clean and Smart
Campus Awards. The process of
ranking consists of assessing the
institutes on Impact of deployment
of digital technology in order
for the students, faculty and
management in the campus to
reduce consumption of natural
resources (such as paper, gas,
energy, etc) and alignment of
the latest digital trends like IoT,
Big Data and Cloud Networking
to achieve various aspects of
sustainability in the campus,
specifically to contribute to
United Nations’ SDGs.
SRMIST also came first in
the AICTE’s ‘One student One
tree’ campaign, where 50,000
saplings were planted in 26
villages near Kattankulathur
and Kundrathur Panchayath.
This initiative was done by
students from NSS, NCC, Unnat
Bharat Abhiyan, Swachhata-hi
Seva and student chapter for
engineers association.
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SRM students
wins MathWorks
Minidrone
Competition at
IROS 2019, China
STAFF WRITER
SRM students win Mathworks
Minidrone Competition at IROS
2019, IEEE/RSJ International
Conference on Intelligent Robotics
and Systems (IROS) is one of the
two biggest robotics conferences
in the world, hosted annually by
different nations. This year’s
host country was Macau, China.
MathWorks, being one of the
giants in this field, with its
suit of tools for robotics and
control systems development,
organized a competition called
the “MathWorks Mini-Drone
Competition”. The aim of this
competition was to build a control
system and path planning model
for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) which achieves a stable
flight for a quadcopter and uses
an image processing algorithm
to detect and follow a path and
land on a target. A total of 5 teams
were shortlisted for the final
round of the competition which
included teams from countries
like- Germany, Columbia, Korea
and India. This round was held
at the conference on 4th and 5th
November, 2019.
The 3-member team from SRM
Institute of Science and Technology
which was led by Mr. Utkarsh
Bajpai, final year Electrical and
Electronics Engineering, with
his team Mr. Anand Singhal of
Computer Science Engineering
and Mr. Dikshant Jangid of
Instrumentation Engineering. The
model developed by the students
utilized Simulink for modelling
the dynamics of the aircraft and
control systems, Stateflow for
developing the path planning
system and MATLAB code for
processing the imagery data
from the quadcopter. The team’s
model was deemed the fastest
at 50.05 seconds, to traverse
the complete path and land on
the target location, securing
maximum points in the minimum
time, which made them winners
at the competition.

“
The team’s model was

deemed the fastest at
50.05 seconds, to traverse
the complete path and
land on the target location,
securing maximum points
in the minimum time

Observing International Day for Persons with Disabilities
STAFF WRITER
International Day of Persons
with Disabilities (December 3)
is an international observance
promoted by the United Nations
since 1992. It has been observed
with varying degrees of success
around the planet. The observance
of the Day aims to promote an
understanding of disability issues
and mobilize support for the
dignity, rights and well-being
of persons with disabilities. It
also seeks to increase awareness
of gains to be derived from the
integration of persons with
disabilities in every aspect of
political, social, economic and
cultural life. It was originally
called “International Day of
Disabled Persons” until 2007.
[1] Each year the day focuses
on a different issue.
All people have different
health impairments at some time
in their lives. The difference
is that most of the time your
health impairment doesn’t stop
you from functioning, being
included or participating in
your community.
IDPWD exists to make sure
that environmental and social
BARRIERS are identified, and to
help everyone to work together to
overcome them. We will never
eradicate health impairments…
but by overcoming barriers,
then we eradicate disablement.
Why it is Necessary to
Celebrate the International
Day of Disabled Persons
Most of the people even
do not known that how many
people are disabled in the society
around their houses. They are
getting their equal rights like
normal people in the society or
not. They need some assistance
by the normal people to rise in
the life, to get dignity and life
of well being. But, generally
the people in the society never
know all the needs of them.
According to the record, it is
found that approximately 15%
of the total population of the
world is disabled people.
So, it is very necessary to
celebrate this event to get people
aware about the real condition
of the people with disabilities.
People with the disabilities
come under “the world’s largest
minority” and faces a lot of
obstructions in all the aspects
of life because of the lack of
proper resources and rights
for them.

Aim of Celebrating the
International Day of Disabled
Persons

being living for them as equal to
normal citizens, and to improve
their socio-economic condition.

• The crucial aim of celebrating
this event is to increase the
awareness and understanding
of people towards the disability
issues of disabled people.

The years from 1983-1992 was
declared as the “United Nations
Decade of Disabled Persons”
by the United Nations General
Assembly in order to offer the
time frame to the Governments
and other organizations so that
they could properly implement
all the recommended activities.

• To support the disabled people
to get their self-respect, rights,
welfare and security in the
society.
• To address all the issues of
disabled person in all the
aspects of life.
• To analyze whether the rules
and regulations implemented by
the government organizations
are working and following
well or not.
• To assist them with proper
rehabilitation, offer equal
opportunities, lessen poverty
and encourage their role in
the society.
• To focus on their health, well
being, education and social
dignity.
History of the International
Day of Disabled Persons
The year 1981 was announced
as the “International Year of
Disabled Persons” by the United
Nations General Assembly in
the year 1976. It was planned
to emphasize the rehabilitation,
prevention, promotion and
equalization of opportunities for
the persons with disabilities at
the international, regional and
national levels. The theme decided
for the celebration of international
year of disabled persons was
“full participation and equality”,
to aware the people about the
rights of disabled persons for
their equal development in the
societies, to emphasize the well

he International Day of
Persons with Disabilities (earlier
International Day of Disabled
Persons/World Disability Day)
is celebrated every year on 3rd
December since 1992. Proclaimed
and promoted by the United
Nations, this international
observance is marked the world
over to intensify efforts aimed at
sustained effective action with a
view to improving the situation
of persons with disabilities.
For India which is home to
over 70 million people with
disabilities, with few rights, few
entitlements, and even fewer
opportunities, this day assumes
a greater significance, creating
visibility and awareness on the
issues faced by people with
different disabilities before a
larger audience.
National Centre for Promotion
of Employment for Disabled
People (NCPEDP) has been
celebrating the World Disability
Day each year, bringing together
thousands of disabled people in a
show of solidarity and celebration.
People with disabilities, their
friends, families, civil society
organisations, disabled peoples
organisations, corporates,
media groups and also political
representatives congregate at
the India Gate for a symbolic
‘Walk to Freedom’ on 3rd

December. The celebration
revolves around a common predecided theme that significantly
impacts the lives of people with
disabilities. Earlier themes have
included accessibility of the built
environment and recognition
of sign language to Disability
Inclusion across 17 Sustainable
Development Goals.
The celebrations are also a
means to come together, to debate
and discuss the achievements of
the disability sector and the way
ahead. They provide a platform
to engage other stakeholders, to
share issues effecting people with
disabilities and to work together
to find and implement solutions
to calibrate the way forward in
a manner that ensures inclusion
of people with disabilities in all
future developments and policies
adopted across Governments
and the private sector.
Therefore, the celebrations
conclude with a short ‘Walk
To Freedom’, symbolic of
the work that yet needs to be
done to ensure inclusion of
people with disabilities into
mainstream society, allowing
them to live their life with dignity
and equality. This year, NCPEDP,
in partnership with the American
India Foundation (AIF), and with
the support of several disability
organizations and corporate will
be organizing the NCPEDPAIF Walk To Freedom 2018 at
India Gate, New Delhi with the
theme on “Empowering persons
with disabilities and ensuring
inclusiveness and equality”.
We invite everyone - corporates,
schools, colleges, universities,
and others to join the many
thousands of disabled people
to walk in solidarity and in
‘Celebrating Inclusion’.

“
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My Entrepreneurial Journey – 2019
STAFF WRITER
The event “My Entrepreneurial
journey” was conducted by School
of Management, SRM Institute
of Science and Technology,
Ramapuram campus recently.
Dr. Dr.R.Arulmoli, Head, School
of management, in his welcome
address, talked about Indian
culture and origin of economic
growth. He inspired the students
to step toward entrepreneurship.
Dr.C.Sundar, Dean of Science
and Humanities urged the need
for budding entrepreneurs that
India requires today. Dr. G
Selvakumar, Dean of Engineering
and Technology, described about
the future projects SRM Institute
will be undertaking. They both
stressed on the importance of
teaching students about what to
expect in the real world.
Stories That inspired
“Follow your heart, sharpen
your skills, be innovative, and
work hard.” Said Mr. Suresh
Gunasekaran, Co-founder and

CEO, MacAppStudio as he
addressed the gathering at
“My Entrepreneurial journey”.
He advised the students on
importance of Ethics and values
in life and how perseverance
can lead to ultimate success.
He described his own style
of management where talent
matters more than resumes and
choosing of employees from
minority backgrounds. With this
he emphasized the importance
of breaking stereotypes in
today’s world to stand apart.
He spoke of Herd mentality that
seems to be overtaking every
management student when it
comes to choosing a profession.
“Attitude, Skill, Knowledge
(ASK), if not at least ask!” Mr.
Dharaneetharan GD, director,
Social Eagle, took a different
approach to the whole concept of
the day. “Make your weaknesses
your strength” was his motto. He
said he believes in team work
and the best results are produced
by the set of people. According
to him the most important factor

Introduction to Cubing
- An Interactive Session
with students of PTF
STAFF WRITER
An interactive session was
conducted for students of the
Puthiya Thalaimurai Foundation
recently at G.D Naidu Hall, B
Block, Main Campus, SRM IST.
The session was an overview
about the Rubik’s cube - the
puzzle and its variants, WCA
and Speedcubing. The session
commenced at 10:30 A.M and
was attended by around 100 first
year students from PTF. The
presentation was conducted by

Rohan Shyam Chowdhury and
Harshvardhan Singh Chauhan.
The session began with a brief
introduction to the Rubik’s cube
- explaining the history of the
puzzle and its structure. Various
variants were introduced to the
students. Amongst cubes, 2x2,
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 puzzles were shown,
and amongst shape shifters, the
demonstration for a mirror cube
was given. Students were given
the puzzles and were made to
feel free to explore them. An
introduction to speedcubing

in success lies in choosing the
effective team. He advised
students to dream big because
he strongly believes that one
becomes what they think they
should be. “Running a business
is like running a Marathon, the
first few miles are difficult and
then it gets harder” he added.
Ms. Sangeetha Balasubra
manian, Founder and CEO,
T h i n k i n f i n i t y Te c h a n d
Consultation Pvt. Ltd., was a
true testament to woman power
on stage. “Know your calling,
sooner the better”, she said
as she described her journey
of constant disappointments
before her final breakthrough.
She inspired students to never
quit trying in life come what
may citing the most convincing
example, her own life.
Ms. DivyaSwapna Raj,
Founder, Women’s League
Foundation, advised students to
never breakdown even when the
world around them collapses.
Again citing her own journey of

hurdles and family issues, she
was an inspiration to female
students as to how a girl can
overcome just about anything
in life. She emphasized about
the importance of giving back to
the society by explaining about
her social initiative for women.
Mr. Hari Sadhasivam, MD,
SVS caterers, was familiar with
stage, being alumni of School
of Management, SRMIST,
Ramapuram. He emphasized on
the fact that to take up a family

business, excel at it and make
it better than the predecessors
is much more difficult than
starting a venture of your own.
He was a look into the future
for many students as his journey
was much more relatable. He
wanted the students to know
that when it comes to taking
decisions, personal opinions
can matter more than any other.

was made. Speedcubing as
a sport was introduced, and
competitive speedcubing - where
speedcubers come together to
compete against each other in
events organised by the WCA.
World Cube Association as a
governing body for all speedcubing
competitions was discussed.

The procedures followed
in a competition were talked
about - where certain norms
followed by the competitor were
discussed. The role of judges,
scramblers, runners and the
delegates were also explained.
Post explanations, there was a
hands-on demonstration where
the students were shown how

to solve a cube. The beginner’s
method was discussed in brief
in order to give the students the
necessary intuitive knowledge
to solve at least the first two
layers of the cube. The session
concluded at 11:30 A.M. with
a speedcubing race between Sai
Phanindar, Rohan, Harshvardhan,
and Abhishek Saxena. Rubik’s
cubes were passed on to the crowd
for scrambling. Upon scrambling,
the cubes were handed over to
the respective solvers to clock the
fastest solve. The entire session
was extremely productive, with
students being introduced to
the world of speedcubing with
around 30 interested to be a part
of the Cube Club. The event
was a successful event with
everything managed well.

The day came to an end on
a high note after a spirited Q
and A session.
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Stochastic Processes and their applications
STAFF WRITER
Two days short term training
programme (STTP-2019) on
‘Stochastic Processes And Their
Applications’ was organized by
the Department of Mathematics,
Faculty of Engineering and
Technology, SRM Institute of
Science and Technology recently.
Dr.A.Govindarajan, Professor
and Head, Department of
Mathematics, Convenor of STTP2019, welcomed the gathering
by giving a comprehensive
note of the topic and its use
in day to day life. He briefly
outlined the applications of
stochastic processes in field of
Engineering and Technology.
The presidential address was
given by Prof. S. Ganapathy,
Director (Corporate relations)
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology. Prof.K.S. Ganapathy
Subramanian introduced the
chief guest Mr. Prabhu Shankar
(Alumnus, SRMEC- 1993 Batch,
Civil Engg), Director, India
operations at DISYS, Chennai.
In his inaugural address, the
chief guest was proud of being
an alumnus of the then SRM
Engineering College and briefly
explained the role of stochastic
process in treating neurological
disorders. The Souvenir was
released by the Chief Guest.
The vote of thanks was given
by one of the coordinators Dr.
P. Godhandaraman.
The ten eminent speakers
drawn from esteemed institutions
like IITs, NITs,University of
Madras, Cochin University,
Alagappa University, Pondicherry
University and ISI Kolkata
captured the audience spell
bound with their presentations

ranging from random variables
to current research in the fields
of Markov process, Poisson
process and Queuing theory.
The first session was delivered
by Dr. R. Panneerselvam,
Professor, Department of
Mathematics, Pondicherry
University on “Queuing
Simulation”. In his presentation,
simulation using high level
language for single server queuing
models was dealt with and a
quick introduction to GPSS-a
simulation software was also
presented. It was followed by
Dr. D. Arivudainambi, Professor,
Anna University, Chennai
and Director of all affiliated
colleges, talk on Stochastic
Processes for Research. His
talk gave the audience a clear
idea of the basics of probability
theory. He explained the current
trend of research in Stochastic
Processes and he attracted the
attention of audience by giving
apt examples.
The post-lunch session was
taken up by Dr. Y. Sarada,
Professor, Anna University
Chennai entitled “The Application
of Stochastic Processes in Science
and Engineering”. The lecture
was on stochastic processes and
their importance in the field of
engineering. She narrated that
preparation of SAMBAR is the
best example for random process.
Because, taste of sambar is not
uniform on every day, whatever
be the measures that are taken
for preparation of ingredients.
This presentation was followed
by Dr. Neelesh S. Upadhye,
Associate Professor, Department
of Mathematics, IIT Madras,
who spoke on Subordinated

Stochastic Processes. A deep
study on the Poisson Process
of order K (PPoK), where timechanges with an independent
Lévy subordinator and its inverse
through various distributional
properties, long-range dependence
and limit theorems for the same
was presented.
The last talk for the day,
“Probabilistic Modelling” was
delivered by Dr. V. Thangaraj,
Professor (Retd), University of
Madras. Probabilistic modeling
was well illustrated using various
Models like coins tossing model,
rolling dice problem, Polys
urn model, Chandrasekhar
and Smoluchowski Model,
random walks in two and three
dimensions, insurance problems
etc. He explained how stochastic
process and Newton’s law of
motion are interlinked and how
they are used in day to day life.
The first day of the STTP-2019
came to the close leaving the
audience in trance of the next
day’s anticipation.
The second day of the
programme began with
Dr. Krishanu Maulik’s talk
titled “Urn Models and their
Applications”. The professor
from the Department of Statistics
and Mathematics, ISI Kolkata,
gave an insight of the poly urn
model applications in many
areas including learning theory,
database management, and
clinical trials and so on. He
also gave a quick glimpse into
the different techniques used to
analyze this model.
This was followed by the
presentation given by Dr.
N.M. Murulidhar, Professor,
Mathematical and Computational

Sciences, NIT Karnataka. Poisson
Process which is a Markov Process
with continuous parameter space
and discrete state space was
vividly explained by considering
its applications in Queueing
Theory.
Dr. N. Anbazhagan, Professor
and Head, Department of
Mathematics, Alagappa University
considered a queueing-inventory
system with two types of
customers, arriving according
to Poisson processes and where
inventory is replenished according
to an (s, Q) policy and the
replenishing times are assumed
to be exponentially distributed
for discussion. The stationary
probability distribution of the
inventory level, status of the
server, number of customers
in the orbit and number of
customers in the waiting line
were obtained by matrix methods
and was well supported by
numerical illustrations. It was
the 3rd lecture on the day.
The afternoon session witnessed
two talks, first by Dr. A. Krishna
Moorthy, Professor, Department of
Mathematics, Cochin University,
who elaborated on how Markov
chains arise in a natural fashion
and how it could be applied
to get insight into systems.
Applications of Markov chains
into several areas of knowledge
were discussed starting from one
dimensional random variable
to two dimensional random
variables.
The other lecture was given by
Dr. B. Krishna Kumar Professor,
Department of Mathematics,
Anna University, Chennai,
who elaborately discussed
the paper titled “Performance

Team and participants of the Short Term Training Programme On Stochastic Processes and Applications-2019

Analysis of an M/G/1 Retrial
Queuing System under LCFS-PR
Discipline with General Retrial
and Setup Times”. Finally, the
effect of system parameters
on some key performance
measures was provided using
numerical illustrations in detail
about Queueing networks and
their applications. He gave an
illustration and examples of
Queueing networks and their
applications in detail.
The program witnessed seventy
participants from various colleges
and Universities located in Tamil
Nadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh
to mention a few. There were
193 participants for the program.
List of outside participants were
31. List of participants from
SRMIST-VDP, SRMIST-RPM,
SRMIST-KTR-(FSH) (staff and
students), SRMIST (E&T) (staff
and students) were 39 in number.
List of participants from our
own department (Staff (85) and
Research scholars (38)) weree
123. The event came to a close
with the valedictory function.
Dr. N. Parvathy welcomed the
gathering and Dr. B.Vennila
introduced the chief guest Mr. M.
Jayadev Mahalingam (Alumnus,
SRMEC, 2004 batch, Mech Engg)
Founder, PIQUBE, Chennai.
The valedictory address was
delivered by Mr. M. Jayadev
Mahalingam. Dr. V. Srinivasan
gave a nostalgic picture of the two
day happenings in the form of
a STTP-2019 report. This was
followed by the vote of thanks
given by the other coordinator
Dr. R.M.Kannan followed by
the distribution of certificates
to the participants and a group
photo session was arranged to
add to our memories.
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Bank Marketing Today
STAFF WRITER
School of Management of
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology organized an guest
lecture recently. An inspiring
guest lecture was conducted by
Mr. G. Natarajan, the Executive
Vice President and Regional
Head of Wholesale, Bank of
Kotak Mahindhra Bank.
Since the gatherings of students
were aspiring MBA students,
he briefed on ‘Bank Marketing
Today’. He began the session with
questions that set the mindset

towards the topic. He explained
what marketing was in a very
unique manner. He showed the
students ads used by various
banks in three segments. Ones
from the 70s and 80s, then the
90s which is simply called the
‘dream decade’ of the century
where a lot of technological
developments changed the way
people looked at everything.
90’s were the period also where
India opened up in banking
sector, liberalising many things.
Many advancements like the
ATMs, Zero-balance accounts,
Loans for various purposes were

started. Then came the 2000s,
the modern era, where banking
was made simple. There were
channel systems introduced.
He also taught students about
the essentials of advertising by
showing some examples. Creating
curiosity, emotional connects,
appealing to the senses were
few of them. He finally spoke
about the 5Ts which are Timely,
Theme, Targeted, Trust, Touch
respectively, which is important
to excel in Marketing. The
session came to an end with a
thanking note.

Intracollegiate mathematics festival (IMF- 2019)

Mega Seedball Making
STAFF WRITER
Daan Utsav, “The Joy of
Giving Week” is celebrated
every year by engaging people
through “acts of giving” - money,
time, resources and skills. This
year, on the day of 12th October
it is celebrated at SRM with
the “Mega SeedBall Making”
in the act of giving back to
nature. It happened with the
collaboration of NGO “Bhumi”.
A step was taken towards the
climate change. The event took
place in Dr. Radhakrishnan
Street infront of the Architecture
block. It resulted in a massive
participation of about 1200
students of the college.There
was a huge participation to take
up the cause. The event started
around 3pm and continued till
5.30pm. There were volunteers
and coordinators who were
managing the crowd and guiding
them. Prior arrangements were

done to make the event possible
which involved collecting seeds,
preparing suitable clay to make
the seedball and other things.
The participants were told
about the event and how they
can help nature being involved
in it. They were instructed on
how to prepare seedball and
how to conserve them. All the
participants were enjoying the
task and doing it enthusiastically.
Thousands of seedball were
made during the process.
The program ended with a good
note without any differences.
Active participation made the
event hugely successful. The
event was equally thoughtful and
enjoyable.More such programmes
shall be taken up in the future
for raising awareness among
people about the climate change
and how people can contribute
with their good deeds for saving
mother earth and smooth running
of the ecosystem.

Reporting for Spectrum
• Contributing reports should be confined to a
maximum of 250 words and must be written
by students only.
• Accompanying pictures must have captions.
Pictures without caption will not be published
• Request for coverage in Spectrum by its
editorial team must be made well in advance
with an accompanying note and the invitation
to sridhark@srmist.edu.in
• Coverage of a certain event or receipt of an
article does not guarantee publication. -Editor

STAFF WRITER
A one-day Intra Mathematics
Festival (IMF 2019) was
organized under the aegis of
Sri Ramanujan Mathematics
Club in the Department of
Mathematics, SRM Institute of
Science and Technology. The
gathering was welcomed by
Dr A. Govindarajan Professor
and Head of the Department of
Mathematics who briefed the
functioning of the Sri Ramanujan
Mathematics club. In his welcome
address he mentioned about
the chief sponsor Viswa &
Devji without whose financial
support the function could not
be conducted. He also thanked
the SRM IST management
for their continuous financial
support and encouragement.
The Vice-President of the club
Dr. V. Srinivasan introduced the
Chief Guest for the function Mr.
V. Maheswaran, Associate Vice
President, Cognizant Technology
Solutions, Chennai. The Chief
Guest spoke on calculus, a
mathematical discipline focused
on limits, functions, derivatives,
integrals and infinite series. He
emphasized on the importance of
differential calculus by sharing
his own experience of how the
derivative of a function at a
point determines the best linear
approximation to the function at
the point. He shared his experience
in designing an automated
toilet cleaning system which
needed mathematical modeling
as its base. He concluded by
saying that in all engineering
problems one tries to define the
problem with a model using
mathematical equations relating
to the different aspects of the
problem. The short and crisp
narration by the chief guest

illustrating the importance of
Calculus and the use of limits
in real time models and its
impact on his career left the
audience spell bound. Professor.
R Venkataramani, Director,
Alumni Affairs, SRM Institute
of Science and Technology
felicitated the function and
declared the meet open.
The festival started with the
individual event BRAIN STORM
and then proceeded with the events
like DUMB - C, MATHCORE,
QUIZ and CROSS WORD in
which the students could display
their versatility and strength
in the field of mathematics.
There was an overwhelming
response from three hundred
enthusiastic participants from
various branches to participate
in these events inspite of their

continuous assessment test. The
fest witnessed 45 participants in
DUMB - C , 84 in CROSSWORD,
48 in MATHCORE, 74 in
BRAINSTROM and 51 students
participated in QUIZ to make
the event a grand success.
Dr. A Govindarajan, President
of the club, Professor and Head
of Mathematics, with his CoProfessors from the Department
of Mathematics, SRM Institute
of Science and Technology
distributed the certificates and
cash prizes to the winners. The
valedictory function was held
in the evening at the Medical
college auditorium. It was
followed by vote of thanks by
Kartik Vashist, the PRO of Sri
Ramanujan Mathematics club
and National Anthem.
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Rotaract Installation Ceremony
The event commenced at
5.30 Pm with the lightening
of the lamp by chief guests
Dr Sandeep Sancheti (Vicechancellor of SRM), Mr.Kartar
Singh (Director of International
Relations), Rtn.Neelakantan
(Rotary club of Meenambakkam
P r e s i d e n t ) , D r. G i r e e s h
Kunjuraman (SRM Medical
college and hospital deputy dean),
Dr.T.Swaminanthan(Medical
superintendent).
During the ceremony our
honourable attendees from
Rotaract club of Meenabakkam
shared their experiences being
a Rotarian and Rotaractor.
Rtr Adrian___ President of
Rotaract club of SRM Rtr.
Expressed his gratitude and
heartedly welcomed and wished
success to the newly recruited
Board Of Directors. Then the

Anaemia Awareness Camp
STAFF WRITER
A flagship programme to
address anemia in women and
children was introduced as far
back as 1970, yet more than
half of the targeted population
remained anaemic in 2019.To
address the issue, an anaemia
awareness camp was organized
recently at the University Building
of SRMIST. It resulted in a
massive success involving the
participation of about 236 women
including students, faculty and
staff members. The programme
started around 9 am where
arrangements for conducting
tests and consultancy were done.
The main event commenced at
10 am. The doctors and medical
staffs were provided by SRM
General Hospital. All were kind
enough to take up the cause.
The crowd assembled in the
area and their blood samples
were collected for testing.
Necessary blood testing kits

had been provided. Reports of
their test results were prepared
to be examined by the doctors.
Individual care was taken of all
the participants. The doctors
analysed the reports of each
person and advised necessary
changes and precautions needed
to be taken by them. Special
guidance was given for the ones
with negative reports. They were
asked about their food habits
and lifestyle. The participants
responded positively and were
willing to address the issue and
bring changes in them for their
betterment. The volunteers were
actively involved in assisting
the crowd and helping the
medical staffs. The doctors
were provided refreshments.
The event wrapped up at 4pm
with a good and positive note.
The collective effort of all
made the camp a successful
one in contributing for a small
change for betterment.

“Having the installation ceremony of
a Rotaract club for the first time in
SRMIST KTR Campus, the members
got a lot of support on the club’s
functioning by the Vice-Chancellor
of SRM and the faculty members.

investiture ceremony began with
the distribution of badges to all
the new board members the
declaring the new club. Having
the installation ceremony of a
Rotaract club for the first time
in SRMIST KTR Campus, the
members got a lot of support
on the club’s functioning by
the Vice-Chancellor of SRM
and the faculty members. In the
Post-ceremony meet-and-greet,

“

STAFF WRITER

they also met a lot of expertise
in the field and invited them for
their guidance. Many of them
were willing to contribute on
various projects of the club.
All in all, it was an auspicious
event for the new club formed.
The Board of Directors of the
Rotaract club of SRM IST KTR
campus appointed. The club
was officially installed by the
rotary club of Meenabakkam.

Opting For specialisations
STAFF WRITER
School of Management of
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology organized an alumni
talk recently. Mr. Sudharshan, a
Project Manager from IOPEX
and alumni 2011 to 2013 batch
visited the college to address the
MBA fresher’s and advice them
on their career development. He
began the session with interactive

question and answers where
he asked students about what
specialization they are going to
opt. He concentrated on students
who didn’t figure out their goals
yet. He advised students to know
their potential skills, basically,
to do a SWOT analysis. He
asked the students to develop
the habit of reading books based
on finance and entrepreneurship
in case that’s their passion. He

personality tests online could help
in knowing the self better. Then,
he politely answered the questions
raised by the crowd based on
placements, certificate programs
helpful for each specialization,
etc. He concluded the whole
session with a personal note
by sharing the stories about
his placement and the job he
does. The students found it fun,
informative and helpful.
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“BIOTHICON 2019”
STAFF WRITER
Honourable Chancellor and
Member of Parliament India
inaugurated and launched
Bioethics program for School
Children. Honourable President
delivered special address,
Dr. Sushil Gupta Member of
Parliament India was Guest of
Honour. Prof. Russell D’ Souza
delivered Keynote address.

Besides group of faculties and
students from SRM Medical
College Hospital and Research
Centre and all Health science
disciplines presented papers.
Scientific session – 21 halls (15
halls in SRM Medical College and
6 halls SRM Nursing College)
parallel sessions in all halls.

Vice Chancellor SRM IST
delivered Keynote speech as a
keynote speaker for scientific
session.

120 student volunteers were
there ably led by Miss. M.
Sanddya, Mr. M.S. Dwaarakesh
and Mr. C. Khovidh (Student
Bioethics wing and Student
Council)

Dr. A. Sundaram Dean
(Medical) Vice Chairperson
chaired plenary sessions.

4 volunteers for each hall
with one faculty for each hall
supervising.

Dr. K. Gireesh Deputy Dean
& VP (Medical). 1) Conducted
a Pre Conference workshop on
UNESCO principles on Bioethics
for 32 faculties of SRM Medical
College Hospital and Research
Centre. 2) Was Chairperson for
plenary session 9th November
2019. 3) Was Keynote speaker
on 10th November 2019. Topic –
“Pitfalls and Ethical controversies
in diagnosis of Brain Death”.

Briefing to all volunteers on
discipline, role and attitude
was given.

Dr. T. Swaminathan Medical
Superintendent – Presented
a scientific paper on “Ethical
Challenges in Hospital Setting in
India” on 9th November 2019.
Dr. N. Vivek Dean (Dental),
Dr. C. Kanniammal Dean
(Nursing), Prof. K.S. Lakshmi
Dean (Pharmacy), Prof. D.
Malarvizhi Dean (Physiotherapy),
Dr. U. Ganapathy Sankar Dean
(Occupational Therapy) and Dr.
Padmavathy Venkatasubrmanian
Dean (School of Public Health)
were incharge of their domains,
had chaired sessions and actively
participated in the deliberations
Prof. K. Thangaraj HOD Dept.
of Forensic Medicine conducted
a Pre Conference workshop on
“Medical Negligence”

A faculty lounge was
arranged in ground floor of
SRM Medical College wherein
all faculties in turn met before
and after presentation. Sufficient
refreshments and snacks were
kept in faculty lounge.
8th November 2019 night a
special dinner was hosted by
Medisqure for special invitees
at Fortune.
9th evening November 2019 - a
gala entertainment by students
from all disciplines of health
science. This was followed
by dinner for delegates. The
entertainment program was
coordinated by Dr. Padmavathy
Venkatasubramanian (Dean School of Public Health), Dr.
Sundari Edwin (Chief Clinical &
Nursing Education Administrator)
and Dr. A.K. Arul Senghor
Professor Dept. of Biochemistry.
Dr. Balasubramaniam Vice
Chancellor CARE was the
Guest of Honour for valedictory
function. Certificates for speakers
were given. Certificates for

presenters were given. Certificates
for delegates were given.
Certificates of appreciation
for volunteers were given.
Every delegate felt comfortable
any queries were attended
to immediately by helpdesk
volunteers. Hostel accommodation
was provided to 90 delegates.
Every special invitee was
personally attended to by
volunteers. Prof. M. Logaraj, Head
Dept. of Community Medicine,
Dr. R. Balaji, Associate Professor
of Community Medicine were
incharge of scientific session
halls. Mr. R. Sujith, Tutor Dept.
of Microbiology was incharge
of volunteers. 21 other faculties
were incharge of halls.
Dean (Medical) as Vice
chairperson and Deputy Dean
(Medical) as Secretary of the
organising committee were
constantly monitoring on a
minute to minute basis of the
overall proceedings and gave
guidance to one and all with
debrief sessions. Due discussion
with Prof. Dr. Russell D’souza
and Prof. Mary Mathew was
carried out. Vice Chancellor
and Honourable President have
been updated periodically.
Ultimately International
Conference in Bioethics had
become a grand success. Indeed
by all standards it was a mega
event organised in a meticulous
manner. No doubt it was an
excellent team work exhibited
by staff and students of SRM
Medical College Hospital
and Research Centre and all
health science disciplines. SRM
Medical College Hospital and
Research Centre has proved
beyond doubt that it can host
an International Conference
of this mega magnitude with
perfection within the prestigious
college itself.

Spanish Chef Antonio Garcia De Q Sanchez poses with the mixed Paella
that he cooked at International Chefs Day held at SRMIST. Also seen are
Dr.N.Sethuraman, the Registrar of SRMIST, Dr Chef Soundararajan
General Secretary – IFCA, Corporate Executive Chef, Mahindra Holidays
and Resorts Indian Ltd; Chef Sheetharam Prasad N, corporate executive
chef, GRT Hotels and Resorts, Chef Jukesh Arora, Chef Ramu Butler,
and Dr D Antony Ashok Kumar, Director SRM IHM.

Twenty-six students from different city colleges pose
with the Best Preparation award.

Spanish Chef teaches
SRM students on
International Chefs Day
STAFF WRITER
The sizzling aroma of mixed
Paella and tradition meen kolumbu
filled the audditorium where
students and faculty gathered
in large numbers to celebrate
International Chef’s Day at
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Kattankulathur
campus. The chief guest for the
event, Spanish Chef Antonio
Garcia De Q Sanchez, who
is the Executive Sous Chef of
The Diplomatic Club, Doha
Qatar taught students how to
make Spain’s traditional dish
Paella. Guest of honour, Dr.
Chef Damu, President of SICA
and Food Consultant ignited
the taste buds of the youngsters
with his mouthwatering fish
curry made in earthenware.
A Spanish culinary workshop
and fruit mixing ceremony was
the highlight of the two-day
event, held on 17 and 18 of
October, organized by SRM
Institute of Hotel Management
in comradeship with South India
Chefs Association. The institute
has been celebrating International
Chefs Day for the past 20 years
Over 35 chefs from 15 hotels
taught students in the form of
workshops, conferences, and live
demonstrations. The theme of the
event was “How healthy food
works” and a panel discussion
on “Consider Food as Medicine
rather Medicine as Food” was also
held. Speaking on the occasion,

Chef Damu told students to make
use of this conference and learn
something from experts. “This is
a great opportunity and a good
platform to learn and grow.” A
pledge on transforming India by
2022 into a healthy nation was
taken by all. Students from 10
different schools participated
in the conference along with
the hotel management colleges
like IHM Chennai, SPARK
Catering College Tirupathur,
ASAN Memorial Institute of
Hotel Management, JENNEYS
Academy of Hotel Management
College, Bhakthi Institute of
Culinary Arts, Chennai. The event
concluded with a fruit mixing
ceremony for the Christmas
cake. This has been organized
by the institute for the 20th year.
Twenty-six students from different
city colleges were presented
with the Best Preparation award
for their culinary skills. Dr. N.
Sethuraman, the Registrar of
SRMIST, Dr T P Ganesan, Pro
Vice Chancellor(Planning and
Development)SRMIST; Dr
Chef Soundararajan General
Secretary – IFCA, Corporate
Executive Chef, Mahindra
Holidays and Resorts Indian
Ltd; Chef Sheetharam Prasad N,
corporate executive chef, GRT
Hotels and Resorts and Dr D
Antony Ashok Kumar, Director
SRM IHM were present. The
vote of thanks was proposed
by Vice-principal SRM IHM,
Lalitha Shri.
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AICTE CII Best Industry Linked
Technical Institute in India 2019
Prof. B. Neppolian awarded with prestigious
Indian Science Congress Association.
S.N. Bose Birth Centenary Award
STAFF WRITER
Prof. B. Neppolian, Dean
(Research), SRM Institute
of Science and Technology,
Chennai was awarded S.N.
Bose Birth Centenary
Award by Indian Science
Congress Association. He
was awarded a Gold medal
by Honorable Minister Dr.
Harsh Vardhan, Ministry
of Science & Technology
(India), Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare and Ministry
of Earth Sciences on 106th
Indian Science Congress
held at Lovely Professional
University, Jalandhar. The
Indian Science Congress
Association (ISCA) cites that
this award has been given as
a mark of respect and salute
to Indian scientists who are
brave against various odds in
their pursuit and eventually
shine as a luminary and setting
themselves as examples
for the future generations.
The ISCA honored Prof. B.
Neppolian for the research
contributions he has made
so far for the development
of Science and Technology
– specifically in the area of
Environmental Sciences.
The ISCA also cited that
Prof. Neppolian has not

only been an institution builder
in this area of Environmental
Sciences, but has also shaped the
We are happy to inform you
all that Prof. B. Neppolian,
Dean (Research), SRM
Institute of Science &
Technology is one of the
editors of recently book entitled
“Graphene Functionalization
Strategies from Synthesis to
Applications”. The book is
written by eminent scientists
across globe and comes
under the category of
“Carbon Nanostructures”
book series by Springer
which deals with the current
research of nanocarbons
and their applications. This
book consists of sixteen
chapters discussing on design
and synthesis of graphene
for various applications
such as electrocatalysis,
supercapacitors,
electrochemical sensors,
drug delivery, hydrogen
storage, ethanol oxidation,
etc. The book presents unified
knowledge of the high quality
material on the basis of the
latest technologies in the
field of design, synthesis,
characterization and

way this area of science and
technology should develop
in future.
applications of graphene/
functionlized graphene.
Most interestingly, the
book has illustrations
and tables summarizing
recent research in the
field. The book helps
readers to find valuable
and up-to-date account on
functionalized graphene
for development of safe
and sustainable products
for different applications.
For further details on
the book, refer one hard
copy of the published
book is available in SRM
Central Library, University
Building.

STAFF WRITER
Confederation of Indian
Industry has been conducting
the Indpact Survey, i.e., a survey
of industry linkages of technical
institutes in partnership with the
All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE) for the past
seven years. This year around
9832 institutes participated
in the first short survey from
which 3842 institutions were
invited to enter the full survey,
out of which 39 Institutes were
shortlisted for final presentation
and EEE department of SRMIST,
Kattankulathur was one among
them. All the 39 Institutes
had a face to face interaction,
Dr.K.Vijayakumar HOD / EEE,
SRMIST gave the presentation for
EEE department and showcased
the best practices of industry
partnerships on 23rd October
2019. AICTE-CII rolled out
the results for the best industry
linked technical institute in
India for the year 2019 on 14th

November 2019.One Winner was
chosen for each of the 9 Allied
Disciplines and SRM Institute of
science and technology won the
award for Best Industry Linked
Technical Institute in India 2019
for Electrical Engineering and
Allied. SRM Institute of Science
and technology added one more
feather in its cap.

Showcasing Regional songs
A total of 50 students participated. There was a dance showcase
from the club members for the children of IGM on regional songs.
Then there was a session for the children to showcase themselves
on the song of their choice and some of the hidden talents were
also discovered. We had some fun activities such as Antakshri
and Kabaddi which both the club members and the students
of IGM enjoyed. We winded up with an interactive session of
their future ambitions and distributed stationary goodies and a
t-shirt for each of them with the budget of 3k provided to us by
the college. It was a fun-filled and a fruitful event which was
thoroughly enjoyed by both the organisers and the participants
The collective effort of all made the event a successful one in
contributing for a small change for betterment. The event was
a successful event with everything managed well.
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Startup success
story by “Kreators”
STAFF WRITER
An inspiring start up story was
presented by Anurag Atulya and
Shubham Dawkhar Founders of
KREATOR-STARTUP company
final year EEE students and his
team from other departments
on 10th October 2019 in EEE
Conference Hall at 10 am.
Dr.K.Vijayakumar HOD/EEE
congratulated the students for
their success in creating a startup company
Kreator 3D Printer and
Solutions Pvt Ltd established
in April 2019 is a tech start-up in
the manufacturing space. They
are working on making user
friendly error free manufacturing
technologies, starting with
FDM 3D Printers and expanded

towards metal, bio 3D printers
having a complete ecosystem
for any workspace from Kreator.
The company not only works
with the hardware but also give
importance to software and so
all our products are smart, cloud
connected, user friendly. They
bring the industrial technologies
to the workstation with the ease
of day to day activities. The team
shared their failures, success
and motivated the gathering.
They also shared their working
experience and the facilities
available at SIIC FAB lab at
SRMIST, Kattankulathur. EEE
students, who attended really
felt inspiring and this success
story, will definitely pave their
own roads of innovation, dreams
and ideas.

Dr.K.Vijayakumar HOD/EEE, Kreator company (team members),
Dr.J.Divya Navamani A.P/EEE, A.Lavanya A.P/EEE

Life on Mars?
DIVYANSH MANSUKHANI
Maybe out of the dejection
from ongoing space race with
the Americans, the Soviets
attempted 8 times in the 1960s
to land on Mars; they failed 8
times. It wasn’t until the late
1970s when we got the first
Martian pictures from the two
Viking landers. What on Mars
concerns the space agencies
to have invested billions of
people’s taxes since then, again
and again despite the failures,
with a lot of missions lined up
already? Not only is the celestial
ball literally the neighbouring
planet and so in the radius of
our technological status but also
the house for liquid water, a
significant element with carbon
and energy sources that any life
form would require to originate.
Let us go in brief through the
dedication of humanity in opting
scanning for the Martian life.
It was in 2004 that the
Opportunity and the Spirit
rovers were launched. They both
landed not much farther from
the equatorial premise where
they found the bedrocks, the
layered structure of which called
for the existence of water there,
once. This existence was further
confirmed when the on-board
spectroscopy found the rocks to

be 40% composed of sulphate
salts. While this seemed an
interesting advancement, scientists
had something else to worry
about. The high concentration
mentioned above proposed not
the “Eath-like” but much saltier
and acidic oceans, unsuitable to
habitat life. The next step that
NASA could do was to land a

rover on a different topology far
from the already checked-out
latitudes. It was in 2008 that
the Phoenix rover landed in the
northern polar region of Mars.
Although the rover couldn’t
function from the winter of
the same year, the mission was
considered a success as the rover
could not only visually find ice

but also rule out the acidity of
water by finding the PH value
as 8.3, which is “basic” enough
to support the bacterial life.
The next missions, both orbiters
and rovers, could keep us on
the frontiers of understanding
Mars with the most updated
technology. As of now, we

know that if liquid water exists
currently, it has to exist deep
beneath the surface where
correspondingly, life can also
be found.
Even if we don’t find active
life there, the research done will
surely help us towards upgrade
ourselves as the inter-planetary
species, I hope.
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South Zone Inter University Volleyball women Tournament 2019-20
REPORT BY : SHRUTHI
South Zone Inter University
Volleyball women Tournament
2019-2020 was organised
by Department of Physical
Education and Sports Sciences.
SRM Institute of Science and
Technology.
The result of day 1 are as
follows.
Karpagam Academy of the
Education beat Sri Venkateswara
University by score 25-04, 2505, 25-14. Krishna Devaraya

Ballari beat University of Agri
cultural by score 27-25, 25-21,
25-09. Karnataka Akkammadevi
beat Gitam University by score
25-13, 25-15, 25-15. Osmania
University beat Kalasalingam
University by score 23-25, 2515, 25-23, 25-15. University of
Kerala beat JNTU Hydrabad
by score 25-5, 25-5, 25-11.
Bangalore University beat Rajiv
Gandhi University by score 2510. 25-1325-15. TNPSU beat
Kaktiya University Warangal
by score 25-4, 25-11, 25-5.
Rani Channama University
Belagavi beat Adikavi Nanaya

South Zone Inter University
Chess Tournament for women
SPECTRUM SPORTS
REPORT BY : SHRUTHI
South Zone Inter University
Chess Tournament for women
2019-20 was organisex by
Acharya Nagarjuna Univesity,
Guntur on 22nd -25th of
November . In round 1 SRM
IST beats Bangalore University
by 4-0 . In round 2 SRMT beats
RGUHS by 4-0. In round 3
SRMIST beat Bharathiyar
University by 4-0. In round 4
SRMIST beat Anna University

by 4-0, In round 5 SRMIST
Draw with University of Madars
by 2-2. In round 6 SRM IST
beat MG University by 4-0. In
round 7 SRMIST beat Osmania
University by 4-0.
SRMIST stood as winner
(Chennai, TN), University
of Madras, TN Was runner’s
up. Followed by Bharathiyar
University, coimbatore (TN)
at Third position and Anna
University, Tamil Nadu at
fourth position.

University AP by score 25-23,
25-20, 25-21. Vijayakara Sri
Krishna Devaraya University beat
University of Agricultural and
science by score 27-25, 25-21,
25-09. Bangalore University beat
Palamuru University by score
25-0, 25-0, 25-0. Karpagam
Academy of the Eduction Beat
Sri Venkateswara University.
Day -2 Results are as followes :
Karnataka State Akammadevi
University beat Gitam University
AP by score 25-13, 25-15, 25-15,
University of Kerela beat JNTU
Hyderabad by score 25-5, 25-6,
25-11. Bangalore University
beat Rajiv Gandhi University
by score 25-10, 25-13, 25-15.
TNPSU beat Kakatiya University
warangal by score 25-4, 25-11,
25-5. Rani Channama University
Belagavi beat Adikavi Nanaya
University AP by score 25-23,
25-20, 25-21. Andra University
beat Manonmaniam Sundaranar
University by score 25-5, 2510, 25-7. Karnataka University
beat Pondicherry University by
score 25-14, 25-8, 25-18. Anna
University Chennai beat St. Peters
Edn University by score 25-0,
25-0, 25-0. Annamalai University
beat Central University Kerala
by score 25-0, 25-0, 25-0.
Acharya Nagarjuna University
beat Tumkur Univ by score 2511, 25-14, 25-14. TNPES Univ
beat Rani Channama University
by score 25-22, 25-14, 25-15.
Vijayakara Sri Krishna devaraya
Univ beat central University
of Karnataka by score 25-4,
25-3, 25-7, Periyar University
Salem beat Karnataka State
Akamma devi University by
score 25-11, 25-21, 25-10.
Bharadhidasan University
beat Telungana University by
score 25-14, 25-14, 25-17.
Mother Teresa University beat
Karnataka State law University
by score 25-14, 25-7, 25-10.
Mangalore University beat sri
Padamavathy MV University
Tirupati by score 25-7, 25-

“
A five day South zone Inter
University volleyball Tournament
for women was held at SRMIST
Between December 6 and 10, 2019.
A breakdown of the scores.
4, 25-6. Madurai Kamarajar
Univ beat Vignan University
by score 25-07, 25-07, 25-04.
Sree Sankaraa University beat
Sri Krishnadevaraya Univ by
score 25-16, 25-27, 25-13, 25-20.
Kannur University beat Acharya
Nagarjuna Univ by score 2505, 25-07, 25-03. University of
Madras beat JNTU Kakinada
by score 25-06, 25-07, 25-08.
Day 3 & 4 Results are as
follows.
In Quarter Finals, SRMIST
beat Osmania University by
score 25-05, 25-04, 25-12. MG
University beat Kannur University
by score 20-25, 25-19, 25-20,
25-20. Hindustan IST beat
Bharathiyar Univesity by score
25-22, 25-21, 25-18. University
of Mysore beat University of
Calicut by score 25-18, 17-25,
25-13, 24-26, 16-14. In knock
out, Osmania University beat
Kuvembu University by score
25-04, 25-09, 25-07, Hindustan
University beat Dr.NTR Health
and Science by score 25-03, 2504, 25-00. Madurai Kamarajar
Univ beat Vikrama Shima Puri
by score 25-04, 25-00, 25-05.
Karpagam Academy by Higher
education beat Ghulbergha
Univ by score 25-05, 25-03,
25-05. Alagappa Univ. beat
Thiruvalluvar by score 25-14,
25-20. University of Madras
beat Sri Sankara University
by score 25-07, 25-02, 25-06.
Hindustan University beat
Dr.NTR University by score
25-4, 25-3, 25-0. University of
Calicut beat Vinayaga Missions

“

SPECTRUM SPORTS

University by score 25-1, 255, 25-6. Andhra University
beat Karnataka University
Dharward by score 25-13,
25-15, 25-22. Vijayanagara Sri
Krishna Devaraya University
beat Krishna University AP
by score 25-22, 21-25, 23-25,
25-17, 15-7. Mangalore Univ.
beat Periyar university salem
by score 25-13, 25-6, 25-8.
Hindustan University Chennai
beat Mother Theresa Univesrsity
by scoe 25-16, 25-16, 25-12.
Alagappa Univ. beat Karpagam
Academy of Higher Educaiton
by sore 25-20, 25-19, 25-25
University of Madras beat
Madurai Kamarajar University
by score 25-10, 25-17, 25-10
University of Kerala beat Andhra
University Visakapatinam by
score 25-22, 25-18, 25-19.
Annamalai University beat
TNPESU University Chennai
by score 25-20, 25-15,25-15.
Hindustan University Chennai
beat Vijayanagara Sri Krishna
Devaraya University by score
25-7, 25-10, 25-6. University
of Calicut beat Mangalore
University Karnataka by score
25-19, 17-25, 25-19, 25-17.
In Pre Quarter Finals Resuts,
Hindustan University beat
University of Kerala by score
23-25, 25-19, 25-21, 25-17.
Osmania University beat Alagappa
University by score 25-22, 2519, 25-21. Kannur Univ. beat
University of Madras by score
25-22, 25-22, 25-16. Osmania
University beat Algappa Univ.
by score 25-22, 25-19, 25-21.
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69th Tamil Nadu
Senior state championship
Volleyball Men Tournament
SHRUTI
69th Tamil Nadu Senior
state championship
volleyball Men Tournament
was held at Madurai from
3rd to 8th December
League results are as
follows :
SRMIST beat Income
Tax, Chennai by score
25/3, 25/19. SRMIST beat
Indian bank, Chennai by
score 25/21, 19/25, 25/20.
In Quarter Finals SRMIST

beat Indian Overseas Bank
Chennai by score 25/23,
25/19, 20/25, 25/21. In
semi finals SRMIST beat
Income Tax, Chennai by
score 25/20, 25/19, 29/27.
In finals SRMIST beats
Customs, Chennai by score
23/25, 25/15, 19/25, 29/13,
18/16. SRMIST stood as
winner. Customs become
Rubber’s up. Income Tax
got Third place, followed
by Indian Bank at Fourth
Place

Wheelchair T20 Cricket competition
for Disabled men Tournament
SHRUTI
“Wheelchair T20 Cricket
competition for Disabled
men Tournament” was
launched for the first time
in SRMIST campus by
Dr.TR Paarivendhar MP,
Founder of SRMI IST.

Inter T20 match, best of
3 matches finals of Tamil
Nadu and Maharashtra
states were scheduled in
the university stadium.
Prizes for the winning
teams were sponsored by
SRM IST
One of the cricket players

said that this was the
first time such a 20 over
competition was held at
SRM IST and all of them
thanked founder of the
university of SRM, for
making such competitions
a great opportunity to
showcase their Talent.

South zone Volleyball contest
SHRUTI
South Zone University Volleyball women
Tournament 2019-20 was organised by
SRM Institute of Science and Technology
from 6th to 10th December 2019, under
the Auspices of Association of Indian
Universitites (AIU).
The South Zone inter University
Volleyball women Tournament was

inagurated by Prof.Dr. Sandeep Sancheti,
Vice Chancellor, on 6th December 2019,
7.25 am at Kattankulathur campus.
About 76 Universities participated.
First four positions are qualified for
the National Inter University Volleyball
women Tournament 2019 2020 which
is to be held at Kurhestra University,
Kurukhestra, Harayana from 16th to
20th December 2019

Tamil Nadu inter University
volleyball women championship 2019
SHRUTI
Ta m i l N a d u i n t e r
University volleyball
women championship
2019 was organised by
Noorishlam university.
Kumarankoil District from

The Founder Chancellor at the event

6th to 8th November. The
League Results are as
following : - SRM IST
beats Anna Univesity by
score 25-18, 25-19, 25-16.
SRM IST beats University
of Madras by score 2125, 25-12, 25-21, 25-11.

SRMIST beats Hindustan
University by score 25-20,
25-12, 25-13.SRMIST
stood winner, Hindustan
IST as Runner, followed
by University of Madras
at Third place and Anna
University at Fourth place.

